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Abstract

With the continuous development of deep001
learning technology, the field of Named Entity002
Recognition(NER) has made great achieve-003
ments in recent years. In Chinese NER, mak-004
ing full use of word information is becoming005
the key to improve model performance. In the006
previous related work, lexicon was applied to007
add word information. However, the word vec-008
tors generated by that way is static. It means009
that it cannot accurately describe some pol-010
ysemous words in a specific context, which011
will affect the performance of the NER task.012
This paper presents EiCi to solve this prob-013
lem. The new method is proposed that, with-014
out relying on external pre-trained word vec-015
tors, it takes the advantage of the pre-trained016
language model BERT to extract polysemous017
word information. In order to further uti-018
lize the word information, a sub-module for019
type recognition is also added to assist the020
main task of NER. Experiments on two main021
Chinese NER datasets show EiCi has better022
performance than the traditional NER models023
and other NER models that use word informa-024
tion.Source codes of this paper are available025
on Github1026

1 Introduction027

Named entity recognition (NER) aims to identify028

the required entities from the input text. It can029

classify the entity category and position of each030

input character. The types of these entities are de-031

fined according to the domain of the text. Not only032

can NER be used as a separate task, but it also033

plays an important role in various natural language034

processing applications. such as information re-035

trieval(Guo et al., 2009; Petkova and Croft, 2007),036

question answering(Mollá et al., 2006), text un-037

derstanding(Zhang et al., 2019; Cheng and Erk,038

2020), and knowledge base construction(Etzioni039

et al., 2005) etc.040

1Our code implementation. http://github.com/*/

Compared with the clear boundaries between 041

words and characters in English, there is uncer- 042

tainty in Chinese word segmentation. Because of 043

this advantage, the English NER can easily extract 044

the information of words and characters. For ex- 045

ample, we can take the whole word "English" as 046

the word information, and use the letters in it as 047

character information. In Chinese NER, we have 048

relatively little use of word information(He and 049

Wang, 2008; Liu et al., 2019). 050

In addition, pre-trained models, such as 051

Bert(Devlin et al., 2019), have brought long 052

lost vitality to the research of the entire nat- 053

ural language processing field. We usu- 054

ally used Word2Vec(Mikolov et al., 2013) or 055

Glove(Pennington et al., 2014) as the word em- 056

bedding vector generation method. These methods 057

all learn from a large amount of corpus and then 058

generate a multi-dimensional vector that can repre- 059

sent a character or a word. Obviously, the vectors 060

generated in this way is static and immutable. This 061

brings up the problem of ambiguity. A word may 062

have different meanings in different contexts. In 063

this case, it is not appropriate to use the same vector 064

to represent it. The pre-trained language model can 065

solve this type of problem specifically. It can ob- 066

tain the context information of the word, accurately 067

capture the specific meaning, and dynamically gen- 068

erate a vector that can match the current context to 069

represent the word. 070

It has been verified that adding word informa- 071

tion to Chinese NER can significantly improve the 072

performance(Zhang and Yang, 2018). In order to 073

make better use of word information, we added a 074

type recognition module to the regular NER task. 075

It is found in experiments that type recognition 076

has a relatively large correlation with word-level 077

information. The entities in the Chinese datasets 078

often have a high coincidence rate with the words 079

obtained after word segmentation. So we added 080

the word-level information to the type recognition 081
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module and let it promotes the effect of regular082

NER task.083

EiCi, a new method of dynamic embedding in-084

corporating contextual information is proposed.085

Different from the previous methods, it first ob-086

tains the words by segmenting the sentence, and087

then put them into the pre-trained language model088

Bert to get the word vectors. Then concatenate089

the word vector with the corresponding character090

vector to obtain a vector containing word informa-091

tion. Finally put them into a sub-module for type092

recognition. The fused word information can help093

improve the accuracy of type recognition. This can094

make the main task of NER perform better. On the095

one hand, compared to the conventional NER mod-096

els, we incorporate word information in the input097

layer of the model; on the other hand, compared to098

the previous methods of incorporating word infor-099

mation, our method is more efficient and can bring100

better results.101

The main contribution of this work can be sum-102

marized as follows:103

• We propose a new method of generating word104

vectors. Without pre-trained vectors, we rely105

on pre-trained language models to dynam-106

ically generate corresponding word vectors107

during the training process.108

• In order to make better use of word informa-109

tion, we use a type recognition module to pre-110

dict the type of the entities and play an auxil-111

iary role for the main NER task.112

We conduct experiments on two public Chinese113

NER datasets: Resume and MSRA. The results114

of the experiments show that compared with both115

conventional NER models and other models that116

use word information, our model performs better.117

2 Related Work118

In this section, some related work will be intro-119

duced.120

2.1 BERT-Based Character Embedding121

The Bidirectional Encoder Representations from122

Transformers (BERT)(Devlin et al., 2019) was123

proposed in 2018. It is a fine-tuning based pre-124

trained representation model that uses a Bidirec-125

tional Transformers model and multi-head atten-126

tion mechanism(Vaswani et al., 2017). There are127

two steps in its framework: pre-training and fine-128

tuning. During pre-training, the model is trained129

on unlabeled data over different pre-training tasks. 130

For fine-tuning, the BERT model is first initialized 131

with the pre-trained parameters, and all of the pa- 132

rameters are fine-tuned using labeled data from 133

the downstream tasks. Before BERT, there were 134

pre-trained language models such as ELMO(Peters 135

et al., 2018) and GPT(Radford et al., 2018), but 136

BERT combined their advantages to achieve better 137

results. 138

Input embedding is one of the most important 139

aspects of natural language processing. Its main 140

function is to convert our natural language into 141

vectors that the computer can recognize and cal- 142

culate Therefore, the quality of the word vectors 143

can often affect the final result of NLP tasks. The 144

most famous method of word embedding before 145

is Word2Vec(Mikolov et al., 2013). The way it 146

generates the vectorized representation of a word is 147

Continuous Bag of Words(CBOW) and Skip-gram. 148

The disadvantage of Word2Vec is that it cannot 149

distinguish the different meanings of polysemous 150

words. 151

By using two unsupervised tasks: Masked Lan- 152

guage Model(MLM), which means masking some 153

input tokens at random and predicting the masked 154

tokens to train a deep bidirectional representa- 155

tion, and Next Sentence Prediction(NSP), which 156

is trained to capture the relationship between two 157

sentences, BERT can full account of context when 158

generating embeddings. 159

2.2 Using Word Information in Chinese NER 160

In recent years, the use of word information in Chi- 161

nese NER has gradually become an effective way 162

to improve NER results. The first to significant 163

improvement is Lattice-LSTM(Zhang and Yang, 164

2018). Lattice-LSTM designs to incorporate word 165

information into the character-based neural NER 166

model. However, in order to model the graph-based 167

input, Lattice-LSTM has a very complicated struc- 168

ture. So its efficiency in training is relatively low. 169

Another work is SoftLexicon(Ma et al., 2020). It is 170

an improvement based on Lattice-LSTM. It mainly 171

solves the problem that the structure of Lattice- 172

LSTM is too complicated. It incorporates word 173

information by adjusting in the character repre- 174

sentation layer. It is worth noting that it used the 175

same pre-trained word vectors as Lattice-LSTM. 176

For each character in the input text, it will look for 177

the word containing the corresponding character in 178

the lexicon, and then will find the word in four cat- 179
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of EiCi.

egories according to the position of the character in180

the word. Finally, the character vector and the word181

vector are concatenate into the model for training,182

and the word information is incorporated in this183

way. LEBERT(Liu et al., 2021), the latest work184

on the use of lexicon in Chinese NER. It obtains185

LEBERT by directly incorporating word informa-186

tion into BERT, and then uses LEBERT as a new187

pre-trained language model for training.188

3 EiCi: Dynamic Embedding189

Incorporating Contextual Information190

In this paper, we proposed a new method to in-191

corporate word information in the input layer. In192

order to make full use of word information, a sub-193

module is designed for type recognition to assist194

in improving the results of NER tasks. This new195

model is called EiCi. EiCi is a multi-task training196

model(Vandenhende et al., 2020). The overall ar-197

chitecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure198

1.199

3.1 NER Task200

In NER module, we use BERT-BiLSTM-CRF as201

the main framework. We will introduce these com-202

ponents individually.203

3.1.1 Character-Level Representation204

For the input sentence:205

S =< c1, c2, · · · , cn > . (1)206

ci(1 ≤ i ≤ n) represents the character in position 207

i in the sentence. We need to use a character-level 208

vector eci (1 ≤ i ≤ n) to represent it. Transform 209

the sentence into the representation as follows: 210

S =< ec1, e
c
2, · · · , ecn > . (2) 211

c means it belongs to a character-level vector. We 212

use BERT to obtain character-level vectors. 213

eci = bert(ci)(1 ≤ i ≤ n). (3) 214

3.1.2 BiLSTM Encoder Layer 215

Character-level vectorized representation of the 216

sentence obtained in the previous stage S =< 217

ec1, e
c
2, · · · , ecn >. We will put into the encoding 218

layer to further extract the inner relationship be- 219

tween the characters. Because NER is a sequence 220

labeling problem, RNN(Huang et al., 2015) is gen- 221

erally used for encoding. However, RNN will 222

bring gradient explosion and gradient disappear- 223

ance, as well as problem of long-distance depen- 224

dence, so we choose BiLSTM(Huang et al., 2015) 225

for encoding. We will get the hidden sequences 226

H =< h1, h2, · · · , hn > of all characters as fol- 227

lows: 228

hi = [(hi)forward; (hi)backward]. (4) 229

230

(hi)forward = LSTM(eci , (hi−1)forward).

(hi)backward = LSTM(eci , (hi−1)backward).
(5) 231
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In order to better extract the relevant information of232

the context, we adopt a bidirectional LSTM model.233

It includes a forward LSTM and a backward LSTM.234

The hidden layer output of each character is com-235

posed of two parts. Compared with traditional236

RNN, LSTM has more complicated information237

transfer mechanism. When traditional RNN trans-238

fers information in a sequence, it will input all the239

information of the previous state, while LSTM pre-240

forms selective input and selective forgetting. The241

above hi refers to the hidden layer output of the cur-242

rent character, and the hi−1 refers to the selective243

reserved content of the previous state.244

3.1.3 CRF Layer245

Conditional random fields(CRF)(Lafferty et al.,246

2001) can usually be used as a decoding layer for247

sequence labeling tasks. In previous work, LSTM248

and CRF were used as a combination to complete249

the task of entity recognition(Chiu and Nichols,250

2016; Lample et al., 2016). Its principle can be251

described as follows:252

p(y|s; θ) =
∏n

t=1 φt(yt−1, yt|s)∑
y
′∈Ys

∏n
t=1 φt(y

′
t−1, y

′
t|s)

. (6)253

The advantage of CRF is that it can consider the254

rationality of the sequence labeling results output255

by the model. For example, the label that appears256

after "O" will definitely not be "I-LOC", because "I-257

LOC" must exist after "B-LOC". Here Ys denotes258

all possible label sequences of s, and259

φt(y
′
, y|s) = exp(wT

y′ ,y
ht + by′ ,y) (7)260

where wy′ ,y and by′ ,y are trainable parameters cor-261

responding to the label pair (y
′
, y), and θ denotes262

model parameters. For label inference, it searches263

for the label sequence y∗ with the highest condi-264

tional probability given the input sequence s:265

y∗ = argymaxp(y|s; θ). (8)266

which can be efficiently solved using the Viterbi267

algorithm(Forney, 1973).268

3.2 Type Recognition Task269

In order to make better use of the word information,270

a type recognition module is designed to complete271

the type classification task of input tokens. This272

sub-module helps to improve the effectiveness of273

the NER task.274

3.2.1 Representation with Word Information 275

In this part, we will first introduce the concept of 276

Chinese word segmentation, and then introduce the 277

method of adding word information in the presen- 278

tation layer. Finally, the reason for adding word 279

information is discussed. 280

Chinese Word Segmentation 281

Chinese Word Segmentation(CWS) is a fundamen- 282

tal task for Chinese natural language processing. It 283

aims at identifying word boundaries in a sentence 284

composed of continuous Chinese characters. Gen- 285

erally, previous studies model the CWS task as a 286

character-based sequence labeling task(Xue, 2003; 287

Chen et al., 2015). Recently, pre-trained models 288

such as BERT have been introduced in CWS tasks, 289

which could provide prior semantic knowledge and 290

boost the performance of CWS systems. In re- 291

cent years, Chinese word segmentation models that 292

use contextual information(Tian et al., 2020) and 293

global character association(Tian et al., 2021) have 294

achieved great performance on various datasets. 295

In this paper, we use the word segmentation tools 296

such as jieba to segment the words contained in the 297

sentence. All the words used are directly derived 298

from the text input itself. This also strengthens 299

the relationship between the obtained word vec- 300

tors and the sentence. For example, in the fol- 301

lowing text sequence S =< c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6 >. 302

After using the word segmentation tool, we got 303

Sw =< w1(c1, c2), w2(c3), w3(c4, c5), w4(c6) >. 304

w1(c1, c2) means the word w1 is composed of c1 305

and c2. 306

Word-Level Representation 307

The words obtained from the word segmentation 308

results will be put into the pre-trained language 309

model BERT to generate the corresponding word 310

vectors. Convert the sentence into a sequence of 311

vectors in units of words as follows: 312

Sw =< ew1 , e
w
2 , · · · , ewn > . (9) 313

314

ewn = bert(wn). (10) 315

w means it belongs to a word-level vector. 316

Incorporating Word Information 317

The next step is to concatenate the obtained word- 318

level vector with the origin character-level vector. 319

The words and characters often have a one-to-many 320

relationship, we concatenate the word-level vector 321
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and each character-level vector of the characters322

that make up it. Eventually, we get the following323

sequence:324

Scw =< (cw)1, (cw)2, · · · , (cw)6 > (11)325

326

(cw)1 = c1 ⊕ w1

(cw)2 = c2 ⊕ w1

(cw)3 = c3 ⊕ w2

(cw)4 = c4 ⊕ w3

(cw)5 = c5 ⊕ w3

(cw)6 = c6 ⊕ w4

(12)327

Word Segmentation and Entity Type328

In Chinese, an entity sequence is very likely to329

be a word segmentation sequence after word seg-330

mentation processing. This is an important con-331

sideration when we design the structure of the332

model. Let’s take a simple example: “小明去北333

京了。” The word segmentation result obtained334

after using the word segmentation is: “小明” ,335

“去” , “北京” , “了” . The correct entity type336

recognition result for this sentence is as follows:337

PER,PER,O,LOC,LOC,O. It is obvious that338

the result after word segmentation and the result af-339

ter entity type recognition are completely matched.340

In order to better learn this kind of word-level asso-341

ciation. The vectors that contain word information342

are put into the type recognition module for train-343

ing.344

We make statistics on the Chinese entity recog-345

nition dataset Resume(Zhang and Yang, 2018) to346

better illustrate the relationship between word seg-347

mentation results and entity types. In a total of 3821348

sentences, the number of entities and the number349

of words after word segmentation are respectively350

counted. Count the number of completely matched351

and partially matched. Completely matched means352

that an entity sequence can correspond to a word353

segmentation sequence. Partially matched means354

that an entity sequence can be composed of multi-355

ple word segmentation sequences. Table 1 shows356

that among a total of 9376 entities, there are 4836357

that can be completely matched and 9358 are par-358

tially matched(including complete matched). It can359

be seen that the relationship between the word seg-360

mentation result and the entity type is very close.361

3.2.2 LSTM Layer and CRF Layer362

For the LSTM layer and the CRF layer in the type363

recognition task, we use the same network structure364

Completely Matched Number 4836 (51.6%)
Partially Matched Number 9358 (99.8%)

Total Entity Number 9376

Table 1: The match between the word segmentation re-
sult and the entity (shown in brackets is the percentage
of matched number to the total number of entities).

as in the NER task. We put the input Scw =< 365

cw1, cw2, cw3, cw4, cw5, cw6 >, that incorporates 366

the word information into BiLSTM. Then use CRF 367

as the decoding layer. 368

3.3 Joint Training 369

There are two modules in our proposed model: 370

NER Module and Type Recognition Module. We 371

can train the whole model with multitask training. 372

We minimize the negative log-probability of the 373

correct sequence of labels for the NER Module and 374

the Type Module: 375

LNER = −log(p(ŷNER|X))

LType = −log(p(ŷType|X))
(13) 376

where X represents input sequence, and ŷNER and 377

ŷType represent the correct sequence of labels of 378

the NER Module and Type Module respectively. 379

Then, the final multitask loss is a weighted sum of 380

the two losses: 381

L = LNER + LType (14) 382

4 Experiments 383

In this section, the datasets, model implementation 384

details, experimental results and ablation experi- 385

ments will be introduced. 386

4.1 Datasets 387

The model was evaluated on two Chinese NER 388

datasets, including MSRA(Levow, 2006) and Re- 389

sume NER(Zhang and Yang, 2018). 390

• MSRA - MSRA is an entity recognition 391

dataset in the news field marked by Microsoft 392

Research Asia, and it is also one of the entity 393

recognition task datasets of SIGNAN backoff 394

2006. The dataset contains more than 50000 395

pieces of Chinese entity recognition and an- 396

notation data. The entity types are divided 397

into three categories: Person, Location and 398

Organization. 399
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Dataset Type Train Dev Test

MSRA
sentence

char
45k

2171.5k
3.4k

172.6k
3.4k

172.6k

ResumeNER
sentence

char
3.8k

124.1k
0.46k
13.9k

0.48k
15.1k

Table 2: Statistics of datasets

Models P R F1
Chen et al. (2006) 91.22 81.71 86.20
Zhang et al. (2006) 92.20 90.18 91.18
Zhou et al. (2013) 91.86 88.75 90.28
Dong et al. (2016) 91.28 90.62 90.95
LSTM+CRF 90.74 86.96 88.81
BERT+CRF 93.40 94.12 93.76
BERT+LSTM+CRF 95.06 94.61 94.83
Zhang and Yang (2018) 93.57 92.79 93.18
Ma et al. (2020) 94.73 93.40 94.06
BERT+Ma et al. (2020) 95.75 95.10 95.42
Xuan et al. (2020) - - 94.35
Liu et al. (2021) - - 95.70
EiCi(ours) 96.24 95.50 95.87

Table 3: Performance on MSRA

• Resume - Resume NER is generated based400

on the resume summary data of senior man-401

agers of listed companies. The data contained402

1027 resume abstracts. The entity annotations403

are divided into 8 categories, including Name,404

Location, Citizenship, Race, Professional, Ed-405

ucation, Organization and Title.406

Table 2 shows the relevant statistical data of the407

datasets.408

4.2 Baseline Models409

We will compare EiCi with some conventional410

NER models and some models that use word infor-411

mation.412

Compared models include the best statistical413

models on these dataset, which leveraged rich hand-414

crafted features(Chen et al., 2006; Zhang et al.,415

2006; Zhou et al., 2013), character embedding fea-416

tures(Lu et al., 2016; Peng and Dredze, 2016), rad-417

ical features(Dong et al., 2016), cross-domain data,418

and semi-supervised data(He and Sun, 2017). Mod-419

els using word information: Lattice-LSTM(Zhang420

and Yang, 2018), SoftLexicon(Ma et al., 2020),421

FLAT(Xuan et al., 2020) and LEBERT(Liu et al.,422

2021) are also added for comparison.423

4.3 Implementation Details424

EiCi is constructed based on BERTBASE(Devlin425

et al., 2019), with 12 layers of transformers is ini-426

Models P R F1
LSTM+CRF 93.66 93.31 93.48
BERT+CRF 94.87 96.50 95.68
BERT+LSTM+CRF 95.75 95.28 95.51
Zhang and Yang (2018) 94.81 94.11 94.46
Gui et al. (2019) 95.37 94.84 95.11
Ma et al. (2020) 95.30 95.77 95.53
BERT+Ma et al. (2020) 96.08 96.13 96.11
Xuan et al. (2020) - - 95.45
Liu et al. (2021) - - 96.08
EiCi(ours) 96.01 96.24 96.12

Table 4: Performance on Resume

tialized using the Chinese-BERT checkpoint from 427

huggingface. For the output of the presentation 428

layer, the dimension of the character-level vector is 429

768, and the dimension of the word-level vector is 430

128. The output dimension of the encoding layer 431

LSTM is 64. 432

Hyperparameters. The model uses the 433

AdamW(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) as 434

the optimizer. The optimizer initial learning rate of 435

2e-5 for the parameter of BERT and 2e-3 for other 436

module. For all the datasets, we apply the same 10 437

epochs for training. On the MSRA datasets, the 438

max length of the sequence is set to 64, and the 439

training batch size is set to 128. On the Resume 440

datasets, the max length of the sequence is set to 441

32, and the training batch size is set to 32. 442

All experiments are conducted on the same 443

machine with 8-cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 444

6226R CPU@2.90GHz and Nvidia Tesla-P100- 445

16GB GPU. 446

4.4 Experimental Results 447

Table 3 and Table 4 shows the experimental results 448

of EiCi and the baseline models. For the compari- 449

son of model performance, we mainly divide it into 450

two aspects. 451

Firstly, EiCi is compared with the conventional 452

sequence labeling models. Comparing the conven- 453

tional LSTM model and the LSTM model with 454

BERT pre-trained knowledge, our model has made 455

great progress. 456

Secondly, compare with existing models us- 457

ing word information fusion. The main com- 458

parison models are SoftLexicon(Ma et al., 2020), 459

FLAT(Xuan et al., 2020) and LEBERT(Liu et al., 460

2021). The methods of adding word information 461

between these models are also different. SoftLexi- 462

con is achieved by splicing word vectors at different 463
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Models Resume MSRA
EiCi(ours) 96.12 95.87
- Word Information 95.76 95.72
- Type Module & Word Information 95.57 95.60

Table 5: An ablation study of the proposed model

positions in the presentation layer. FLAT is an im-464

provement from Lattice-LSTM(Zhang and Yang,465

2018). LEBERT is achieved by adding word infor-466

mation to the bottom layer of the BERT pre-trained467

model. The proposed model does not spend extra468

time training and using external pre-trained word469

vectors, and the overall performance is slightly bet-470

ter than the previous models using word informa-471

tion.472

4.5 Ablation Study473

In order to verify the contribution of each compo-474

nent of the proposed model, we conducted ablation475

experiments on all datasets, as shown in Table 5.476

(1) The first innovation of the proposed model is477

the BERT-based word vectors in the presentation478

layer. Therefore, we first remove the BERT-based479

word vectors. In Type Module and NER Module,480

we just use character-level vectors. It can be seen481

from Table 5 that on the two datasets, the overall482

performance of the model will be greatly reduced483

when the word information added in the represen-484

tation layer is removed.485

(2) The second innovation is the addition of a486

type recognition module to assist in improving the487

effect of entity recognition. Because in the pro-488

posed model, word information is only added in489

the type recognition module. We remove the word490

information and the type recognition module to-491

gether, and then compare it with the model that492

only removes the word information. This compar-493

ison is used to measure the impact of adding the494

type recognition module on the performance of the495

model. From Table 5, it can be observed that the496

performance of the model will further decline after497

removing the type recognition module. It can be498

inferred that the Type Module also plays a positive499

role in improving the effect of the model.500

Through the ablation experiments, it is not dif-501

ficult to see that the two main improvements of502

this model have improved the effect of entity recog-503

nition to varying degrees. However, it can be ob-504

served that the performance of the model drops505

even more after removing the word information506

of the presentation layer. Therefore, adding word507

information has a greater contribution to the im- 508

provement of the model effect. 509

5 Conclusion 510

In this paper, we propose a new way to incorporate 511

word information, and add a new module to make 512

better use of the word information. It uses the 513

BERT pre-trained model to generate word vectors 514

without using external pre-trained word vectors. 515

The advantage is that it can save the time spent 516

on pre-training word vectors, making the training 517

of the model more efficient. In addition, the word 518

vectors generated based on BERT can better learn 519

contextual information, so it can better represent 520

words than the word vectors previously used. 521
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